CertainTeed sets the standard for the latest innovations in sophisticated styling. From our proprietary texturing process to our unique shades and stain blends, CertainTeed is the undisputed leader in color and texture. Whether you want the look and feel of natural wood or an easy-to-maintain, economical alternative to stone or stucco walls, Bufftech has a fence to complement any setting. Plus, Bufftech is virtually maintenance-free, and never needs staining or painting.

CertainTeed products are designed to work together and complement each other in color and style to give any home a beautiful finished look.

Bufftech’s innovative alternative to traditional masonry and stucco walls, Allegheny and CertaStucco won’t crumble, peel, chip or crack due to settlement, or stain like traditional walls. Both looks install easily, eliminating the time-consuming, costly task of digging a foundation and finishing the wall.
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CertainTeed sets the standard for the latest innovations in sophisticated styling. From our proprietary texturing process to our unique shades and stain blends, CertainTeed is the undisputed leader in color and texture. Whether you want the look and feel of natural wood or an easy-to-maintain, economical alternative to stone or stucco walls, Bufftech has a fence to complement any setting. Plus, Bufftech is virtually maintenance-free, and never needs staining or painting.
Bufftech is the only fence brand to offer CertainTeed’s proprietary ColorLast® fade protection.

ColorLast, a state-of-the-art formulation that provides superior protection from the harsh rays of the sun, guarantees that the color on our dark shades and stain blends won’t fade more than 4 Delta E (Hunter) units – which means any change in color will be nearly undetectable by the naked eye.

Bufftech textured fence comes in an array of complementary styles and colors that you can match to your personal taste. Our TrueTexture™ finish is molded from real wood, stone and stucco to deliver the most authentic look available today. Bufftech products are beautiful, durable, and easy to care for — all backed by a superior warranty and ColorLast® fade protection.

Long-Lasting Beauty
Bufftech fence offers realistic woodgrain textures and rich, authentic shades that replicate the hues of natural wood without the maintenance.

Select Cedar Extruded

Breezewood Select Cedar Texture

Imperial Select Cedar Texture

Baron Select Cedar Texture

Danbury Select Cedar Texture

Sherwood™ Wood Texture

CertaGrain® Extruded

Galveston CertaGrain® Texture

Chesterfield CertaGrain® Texture

Brookline CertaGrain® Texture

Post & Rail CertaGrain® Texture

Wood Molded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood Texture</th>
<th>Red Cedar</th>
<th>Gold Cedar</th>
<th>Walnut</th>
<th>Brown</th>
<th>Black Oak</th>
<th>Nantucket Gray</th>
<th>Natural Clay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Gates throughout this brochure are simulated. Consult product samples before making final selection.